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Food products all along the food chain, from raw materials to final products, continuously
emit volatile organic compounds (VOC). While VOC's represent only an infinitely small
mass-fraction of the food product, they can be probed non-invasively and are related to
important properties of the product itself, such as flavour, age or shelf-life, geographic or
genetic origin, history of processing, safely, packaging or presence of micro-organisms.

In view of the substantial information that can be gained from knowledge of the chemical
composition of the headspace (HS), several analytical techniques were developed that sample
and analyse the HS of foods. Up until recently, nearly all HS analysis was based on gas
chromatography. Yet, in spite of the advances made over the last twenty years, headspace-GC
was rather inadequate when it came to monitor, in real time, the temporal evolution of volatile
profiles. GC-based analysis tends to look at the HS as a static phenomenon.

But why is it important to have the added time dimension? We would like to cite just three
areas, which benefit from the added time-dimension: (i) Many food-processing steps involve
fast transformations of food products. Real-time monitoring of their HS can help to better
understand and control these processes, (ii) Flavour generation and flavour degradation are
two central issues of food flavour chemistry. Both are intrinsically dynamic processes and
hence require analytical techniques that can capture this time-dependence, (iii) When food is
being consumed, the temporal evolution of a flavour profile in the mouth is believed to be a
crucial attribute for the perceived quality of foods. In order to investigate and understand such
dynamic processes, one need analytical techniques that are intrinsically dynamic and capable
to capture the time-dependent character of flavour.

Over the last few years, several approaches have been evaluated and implemented which
provide temporal information on volatile compositions. Following a brief overview of current
on-line techniques for VOC analysis, we will discuss applications PTR-MS, and outline the
impact of PTR-MS on food flavour research.

On-line food flavour analysis
To acfiieve the time-resolulion needed for fast on-line measurements of VOCs, GC can be

replaced by MS as a means to separate volatile compounds. Yet, prerequisite for separation in
a mass filter is ionisation. This introduces complications due to potential ionisalion induced
fragmentation. It was, therefore, only when soft and sensitive ionisation techniques became
available that direct injection into a mass spectrometer developed into a valuable approach for
flavour analysis. Currently, two soft ionisation modes have been implemented in actual
instruments - chemical Ionisation (Cl) and laser ionisation. Atmospheric-Pressure Chemical-
lonisation MS (APCI-MS) [1-4] and Proton-Transfer-Reaction MS (PTR-MS) [5,6] are both
based on Cl. APCI-MS utilises a conventional Cl cell combined with a newly developed intel
system, while the strength of PTR-MS is its unique design of the chemical ionisation cell.
Both approaches are unselective in their ionisation process, detecting essentially all VOCs in
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the HS. They are hence one-dimensicnal techniques and an unambiguous assignment of
compounds requires additional sources of information. In contrast, resonance-enhanced
multiphoton Ionisation (REMP1) introduces selectivity in the ionisation step [7-9]. In
combination with a time-of-flight mass filter, REMPI-TOFMS represents a two-dimensional
technique that can identity volatile compounds. Common to all three techniques is speed,
enabling direct introduction of the volatile compounds into the instruments without any pre-
separation process. Therefore, these various instrumentations can be applied to study flavour
release and in-situ flavour formation. Here we will concentration on FfR-MS and discuss
applications and implications of PTR-MS on food flavour research.

Proton-Transfer-Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS)
PTR-MS is based on a novel design for the chemical ionisation cell [10], which had

developed out of the swarm technique of llow-drift-tube type [11]. The gas to be analysed is
continuously introduced through a ventury type inlet system into the chemical ionisation cell
(drift tube), which, besides buffer-gas (air), contains a controlled ion density of HjO+.
Volatiles that have proton affinities larger than water (proton affinity 0IH2C): 166.5 kcal/mol)
are ionised by proton transfer from H3O*, and the protonated compounds are mass analysed in
a quadrupole MS.
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Figure: Two qualitatively distinct types of inlbrtnation can be obtained by PTR-MS. HS
protiles can either be averaged over a given lime window to yield concentration vs.
mass spectra (static data). Alternatively, temporal changes can be analysed via lime-
intensity plots (dynamic data). The above static data represent an equilibrium US profile
above a coffee brew. The dynamic time-intensity traces below represent the temporal
evolution of a series of selected mass while reconstituting soluble coffee.

Since its introduction in 1993, PTR-MS has been steadily improved and applied to a
variety of fields. Medical and nutritional applications of breath analysis allow monitoring of
metabolic processes in the human body [12,13]. Environmental applications include
investigations of volatile emissions from decaying bio-matter [14.15], or diurnal variations of
organic compounds in the troposphere. Monitoring of food processing was investigated on the
example of coffee roasting [16,17], Finally, PTR-MS has been shown 10 be an ideal tool for



nose-space analysis while consuming food [18], and to measure Henry's Law Constants
[19,20].

PTR-MS experiments provide information that can roughly be divided into two classes, as
schematically shown in the figure below. On one hand, one can record direct-sampling mass
spectra of a given HS profile, and average this data over a lime window (static data). Such
spectra closely match genuine HS distributions and can be used to assess authenticity, monitor
deviations in production from a reference or classify products and raw materials. Provided
mass peaks can be assigned to compounds, absolute HS-concenlrations can be determined
from HS profiles. On the other hand, one can record the temporal evolution of a series of mass
intensities over a given time window (dynamic data).

In this contribution we will discuss a series of applications of PTR-MS to food flavours
and outline the potential role and impact of PTR-MS to the future of food flavour science.
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